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"Great! Southern Boss, so you’ve been hiding your ace card all along! You truly are well-prepared!" Devon and the Hiltons were

all overjoyed.

They all knew about the Demon Lord, and that he was in the Advanced Almighty State; he was close to reaching the Peak

Almighty State and there was not a single person in the southern region that could defeat him.

With the Demon Lord's help, Leon and Arthur would surely perish and the others could seize the opportunity to eliminate the

Thompsons.

The despair they felt earlier was now replaced by joy and surprise.

"What?" Contrary to their excitement, Leon and the Thompsons were all devastated.

Arthur heard from the Dragon Guards not long ago that the Demon Lord arrived at the southern region and had his eyes on the

Thompsons.

At the time, he did not believe that and thought that it was odd for the Demon Lord to travel to the southern region from the

central region all of a sudden.

At this moment, he finally realized that what the Dragon Guard said was true and the Demon Lord allied with the Southern Boss

to eliminate the Thompsons.

Naturally, he did not know that the Dragon Guard he spoke to was Leon.

At the time, Leon merely made up an excuse and suggested that the Demon Lord was in the southern region; to his

bewilderment, what he said came true and it caught him by surprise.

"Southern Boss, the Demon Lord is on the criminal list. He's a malicious murderer, yet here you are working with him! You have

no shame! Aren't you worried we would inform the Dragon Corps what you did?" Leon recovered from the initial shock and

roared.

As a Dragon Guard, Leon knew a lot about the Dragon Corps; it was an organization that helped maintain orders in the

community and rarely interfered with conflicts between families.

However, there were two things that the Dragon Corps would not tolerate: murder, and association with criminals on the criminal

list.

The fact that the Southern Boss allied with the Demon Lord meant that he was practically declaring war against the Dragon

Corps; once the Dragon Corps was informed about his actions, he would surely face severe punishment.

"You want to tell the Dragon Corps about this? Sure, but that's only if you walk out of here alive!" The Southern Boss sneered.

From the moment he decided to ambush Leon, he was already determined to kill Leon and the Thompsons. Since the Demon

Lord now showed his face and revealed that he was working with the Southern Boss, there were more reasons to make sure that

Leon and the Thompsons died today.

Once they were all silenced permanently, the Dragon Guards would have no means of knowing what happened. On top of that,

considering the Southern Boss's influence and power over the region, the Dragon Corps would not be able to do much to him if

they did not have any evidence of his crimes.
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